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This Paper

Objective

§ Develop a model to help understand how subjective ambivalence
endogenously generate variance risk premium (VRP) and trading
volumes
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This Paper

Motivation

§ The variance risk premium puzzle(s): investors are willing to pay more
(almost any time in a business cycle) to hold a hedging position against
future variance risk and fluctuation

§ Paper interpreted it as option overpricing

§ The literature:
ñ Rational representative agent paradigms [broad rational literature

assuming heteroskedastic endowment uncertainty, information
uncertainty, time-varying risk aversion can generate time-varying and
positive VRP]
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This Paper

What the paper does, in big picture?

§ This paper:
ñ Introduces behavioral elements into pricing VRP in a 3-period model

with heterogeneous investors

ñ Illustrates that the model has the capacity to also understand
behavior of trading volumes and asset price simultaneously

ñ Provides preliminary empirical evidence to support model
implications (in particular on the relationship between volume and
VRP)
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This Paper

Behavioral elements: Subjective model uncertainty

§ Agents use their subjective models or likelihood functions to interpret a
public signal, but they initially have conflicting beliefs simultaneously
about some model parameters, such as signal precision and/or signal
mean.

ñ Signal precision: how inconfident?
ñ Signal mean: how pessimistic?

§ Agents choose their positions among a risk-free bond, a risky security
and an option on the security in order to maximize expected utility
conditional on the path and historical beliefs on period 3

max
Si

E i
t rUpW

i
3pS

iqqs
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This Paper

The Main Finding (in my view): Theory

§ Period 1: agents are ambivalent about the average agent and their own
types (e.g., beliefs formation, beliefs distortion etc.) in comparison to an
average agent

ñ Implication 1: Next period (Period 2) when a public signal arrives,
they will be disagree

ñ Implication 2: Uncertainty about their belief/model parameters lead
to more expensive option prices, driving up VRP today

§ Period 2: agents observe a public signal and disagree on signals; trade
happens.
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This Paper

The Main Finding (in my view): Empirical Justification

§ Empirical justification: S&P500 Trading Volume (Period 2) loads positively
on lagged VRP (Period 1)
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My Comments

My view on future improvements

Interesting and novel angel examining an ongoing puzzle!

1. Paper focus, to be revisited

2. Execution, to be revisited

Nancy Xu (BC) Guo and Zhou 7



My Comments

Paper Focus

§ The current draft
"

(1) Explaining positive VRP using noval behavioral elements
(2) Understand their links to trading volume

§ A little unfocused:
5 model implications but only a few are justified in the empirical section
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My Comments

Paper Focus

§ How to make it sharper? One step at a time! Focus on (1) by:

ñ Try to establish direct evidence on the contemporaneous relation
between disagreement and option prices [Potential nice contribution]

ñ Promising: we know physical variances and variance risk premiums
are moderately correlated in U.S. (and elsewhere the world), and
volatility can be interpreted as dispersion in beliefs

ñ Challenging: confounding (1) subjective model uncertainty =
uncertain about my own agent type (ambivalent) ‰ (2) uncertain
about fundamental future opportunity set the signal carries « belief
uncertainty
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My Comments

Execution

§ Comparison to rational model:
Lack of economic significance of your explanation

§ International extension, why?
The model is pure domestic; domestic evidence is somewhat weak
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Conclusion

Conclusion

§ New angle!
Nice model!

§ To make it more convincing:

1. Make it more focused

2. Strengthen the theoretical model calibration and empirical support

3. Horserace with rational models: needs to provide economic
significance of the new explanation

Nancy Xu (BC) Guo and Zhou 11
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Conclusion

Thank You!
nancy.xu@bc.edu
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